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Long ago in the pages of this very blog, I mentioned the idea of running a
½ marathon. Running, as I’ve found over the months of moving my
ponderous bulk up and down local streets and beaches, is not in man’s
modern nature. In previous ages, I suppose, running was a natural
component of living, as much as breathing (or being clubbed over the
head). We ran to put distance between ourselves and the major causes of
death. Bare feet (rather than corrective, anti-pronation sneakers) marked
our races against hungry wildlife and imperialist nations*.  In the words of

sitcom sage Dwight Schrute of The Office:

In the wild, there is no health care. In the wild, health care is ‘Ow, I hurt my leg. I can’t
run. A lion eats me. I’m dead.’ Well, I’m not dead. I’m the lion. You’re dead.

Not to take the silliness too seriously, but I’ll move the analogy to its end and say that I spent the
summer outrunning the lions in my own way (and hoping I didn’t need to use my health insurance).
Tomorrow is it. I have to outrun that last lion and run my race, the Park2Park in Holland. For
seasoned runners it might be no great shakes, just another weekend on the road. For me, it’s pretty
exciting. I have a bit of the urge to either vomit, or hug someone (here’s hoping you don’t run into me
tonight). The months of black toenails and bloody nips will see their culmination tomorrow no matter
how I do. Well, not complete culmination, because I’ll be back on the pavement Monday morning
(Lord willing).

Late in August, I wondered about the possibility of bagging the whole running idea and taking up a
new hobby. I don’t how to do much else, though. Too heavy to be a jockey, to chicken to go fight in
mixed martial arts. Going for a run had become complicated. No longer could I Gump it and just run
across the miles without a care. Let’s face it, even old Forrest went home when he got tired. Part of
the problem is being hardwired into proper training. No longer was it a matter of throwing on a t-shirt
and shorts and bursting out of the back door with no destination in mind. The matters of hydration
over time and distance came into play. Matters of proper gear, and of conditioning occupied my
mind. Pain is persuasive in its own ignorant, stubborn way. ‘Couldn’t just shuffle along with an ipod
full of Steely Dan and expect to shave time off each run. One 96 degree afternoon I’d had enough.
Moving in a halting way along my favorite route, halfway home, I nearly shut it down. Things were
going as well as could be expected. I moved past a sidewalk cafe at happy hour, getting a couple of
raised beer bottles from the patrons. Feeling good and chugging onward, I started to look ahead to
a hotel front I’d have to navigate past. Without a word, workman roped off the sidewalk ahead.
Taking to the street, I started hearing the sirens behind me. Police on motorcycles moved me off the
block as they led a motorcade carrying Arnold Palmer, Jack Niclaus and Tom Watson toward the
hotel. I crashed around the building and came out in back. The valets tried to steer me, but I just
waved and yelled “Fine Job.” Something caught me on that run within the next few blocks and it
wasn’t the cops. The veering and curb hopping trashed my knee and I didn’t go out for almost a
week. Rookie-itis. Quit when running gets tough, or be a better man than a few achy joints.

I made myself go out despite soreness and I’m glad that I did. For all of the technical parts of
modern running, it’s still just a joyful expression of outlasting one’s demons. The sun coming up over
local corn fields and the murky smell of Lake Michigan in the morning are enough to keep me going
out. That and having a hobby with a goal attached to it. I’ll let you know how the ½ marathon goes.

*Christopher McDougall’s Born To Run is recommended reading on the joy and science of running.
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